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New far-infrared laser lines and
assignments for 13CH3OH methanol
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The 13CH3OH isotopomer of methanol has been reinvestigated as a source of far-infrared (FIR) laser emission
by the use of the extended line coverage available from an efficient CO2 laser recently developed for optical
pumping. With this system we have observed 19 new FIR laser lines, pumped by 11 different CO2 transitions,
with five of the pump lines belonging to the new 9HP CO2 hot band. Accurate heterodyne frequency measure-
ments of the FIR laser and the pump offset have been made for 16 FIR laser lines, including three previously
reported in the literature. High-resolution Fourier-transform spectroscopic results for the CO-stretching and
the CH3-rocking infrared fundamentals of 13CH3OH have been applied to assign the pump and lasing lines
for five of the transition systems. One system has the novel feature that two different CO2 pump lines excite
the same upper level, and hence two FIR laser lines of the identical frequency are observed for two different
pump lines.  1995 Optical Society of America
1. INTRODUCTION

Methanol and its various isotopomers are known as ex-
cellent sources of far-infrared (FIR) laser radiation when
optically pumped with CO2 lasers. Since the first dis-
covery of methanol FIR laser emission in 1970,1 many
investigators have searched for new FIR laser lines to
meet the needs of experimentalists in such areas as laser
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, FIR laser sideband
spectroscopy, plasma diagnostics, and a wide variety of
solid-state physics studies. These efforts have generated
a large catalog of over 2000 discrete methanol FIR laser
lines extending from 19.5 to 3030 mm,2 – 4 a factor of 155
in wavelength! Nevertheless, there is a continuing need
to cover the entire FIR region with as many frequencies
as possible; hence the recent development of a high-
resolution CO2 laser that oscillates on many new CO2

lines5,6 has an important application in the production of
further strong FIR laser emission from methanol.7 In
this paper we present results obtained for the 13CH3OH
methanol isotopomer through the enhanced spectral cov-
erage of the modified CO2 laser. We have found FIR
laser lines optically pumped by high-J lines of the regu-
lar 9-mm CO2 laser band as well as by lines of the new
9-mm hot band and the 9-mm sequence band. This ex-
perimental detective work has been backed up by de-
tailed spectroscopic studies that have led to assignments
for several of the FIR laser transition systems and have
revealed the energy-level structure responsible for the
0740-3224/95/122352-08$06.00
laser action. The new laser lines originate from both
the excited CO-stretching and the in-plane CH3-rocking
vibrational states of the molecule.

Since FIR laser emission was first reported for
13CH3OH by Henningsen and Petersen in 1978,8 numer-
ous papers have announced additional FIR laser lines.
These are reviewed in Refs. 3 and 4, and transition
assignments and associated spectroscopic results are pre-
sented in Refs. 9–19. The double-resonance IR experi-
ments of Petersen gave particularly clear identification
of certain of the optically pumped transition systems,10,13

and the extensive IR and FIR Fourier-transform stud-
ies carried out by the University of New Brunswick
group12,15,17,18 allowed stringent tests of the proposed
assignments and the determination of accurate FIR laser
wave numbers by the use of transition combination
loops. Most of the earlier reports dealt with pumping
in the strong CO-stretching band; however, FIR laser
transition systems have also recently been identified
for the CH3 in-plane rocking mode.19 The center of
the weak CH3-rocking band is close to the 9-mm CO2

regular and hot bands, giving good possibilities for co-
incidences between CO2 lines and rocking-band IR pump
absorptions.

In this paper we report the wavelengths for 19 new
FIR laser lines of 13CH3OH optically pumped by 11 dif-
ferent CO2 lines, five of which belong to the new 9HP
CO2 hot band.5 Accurate frequency measurements and
pump offsets are presented for 13 of the new FIR laser
 1995 Optical Society of America
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Table 1. New FIR Laser Lines with Frequency and Offset
Measurements for 13CH3OH Optically Pumped by a CO2 Laser

nCO2 FIR Laser Line Offset Rel. Pressure Rel. Int.
CO2 Pump (cm21) l smmda

n scm21da,b nFIR sMHzdc (MHz) Pol. (mTorr) (mV) Ref.

9R(54) 1096.51636 100.3d 99.70 200 0.5
9R(50) 1094.78646 238.43 41.94046 1,257,343.3 231.4 k 100 0.25

354.32 28.22327 846,112.2 231.4 k 100 0.1
644.0d 15.53 231.4 ' 100 0.1

9P(48) 1018.90069 100.57 99.42859 2,980,794.1 300 0.5 4
9P(44) 1023.18938 89.13 112.19553 3,363,537.3 213.8 k 100 0.15 21
9P(42) 1025.29786 116.77 85.63671 2,567,324.1 216.6 k 350 0.8

125.10 79.93570 2,396,411.9 20.5 k 300 0.2
9P(4) 1060.57067 168.80 59.24110 1,776,003.4 27.0 k 150 0.15

189.99 52.63306 1,577,899.4 247.0 k 150 0.4 22
9P(2) 1062.16597 294.0d 34.01 200 0.6

208.2d 48.03 150
9HP(22) 1052.70174 131.51 76.04178 2,279,675.2 28.7 k 100 3.0

250.0d 40.00 k 180 14.0
9HP(20) 1054.55242 103.08 97.00941 2,908,268.8 26.6 k 150 0.6
9HP(16) 1058.17172 208.27 48.01457 1,439,440.5 222.1 k 200 3.0
9HP(12) 1061.68092 292.95 34.13576 1,023,364.2 15.2 k 100 0.2

414.7d 24.12 150 weak
880.0d,e 11.36 110 very weak

9HP(11) 1062.59987 204.44 48.91486 1,466,430.6 20.8 ' 100 0.3
253.23 39.49038 1,183,891.8 20.8 k 100 0.1

9SP(11) 1051.58267 204.44 48.91487 1,466,430.8 36.2 k 100 0.3

aCalculated from frequency measurement with c  2.99792458 3 108 mys.
bWave numbers reported to two decimal places are derived from wavelength measurements only.
c1s uncertainty is Dnyn  2 3 1027.
dNot frequency measured; wavelength uncertainty is 60.5 mm.
eTentative observation.
lines, plus three previously reported lines determined by
the heterodyning of the laser output with radiation from
two stabilized CO2 lasers and a microwave synthesizer.
Quantum-number identification for the lasing transitions
is then made and assignments are given for five of the
FIR laser transition systems. These are based on spec-
troscopic combination relations obtained from our high-
resolution IR and FIR Fourier-transform results and
comparisons between our calculated spectroscopic wave
numbers and the accurate frequency measurements.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
In searching for new IR pump–FIR laser transition sys-
tems of 13CH3OH, we employed a FIR laser by utilizing a
2-m-long metal-dielectric rectangular waveguide cavity.
The cavity is pumped longitudinally through a 1-mm
hole in a flat Cu end mirror, described in detail in
Ref. 20. The 13CH3OH FIR lasing gas was pumped by
a newly developed CO2 laser that incorporated a 1.5-m
ribbed discharge tube and an output coupling taken di-
rectly off a specially blazed, 171-lineymm grating. These
two features significantly improve the laser mode struc-
ture and lead to greatly increased resolution for the line
selection.5,6 Altogether, the CO2 system lases on more
than 200 lines, including the regular 9.4- and 10.4-mm
bands from J  0 to J  62, many of the 10.8-mm hot-
band lines, many of the 10-mm sequence-band lines, some
of the 9-mm sequence lines, and a substantial number of
the new 9-mm hot-band lines, with typical power levels
of the order of 25 W for the regular lines, 11 W for the
hot-band lines, and 6 W for the sequence-band lines.
A. Far-Infrared Laser Wavelength Determination
When new FIR laser lines were sought, the optoacoustic
response of the methanol to the chopped CO2 pumping
radiation was first monitored by a microphone placed
inside the FIR laser cavity. The CO2 laser was tuned to
maximize the absorption, then the FIR laser cavity length
was scanned by the moving of the end mirror connected
to a precision micrometer at the far end of the FIR cav-
ity. This micrometer could be continuously driven by a
speed-controlled motor for plotting the FIR output. This
allowed us to determine the FIR laser wavelengths with
an uncertainty of approximately 60.5 mm by measuring
the distance traveled by the micrometer for 10 or more
wavelengths. The FIR laser radiation was coupled out
of the cavity by a 45± mirror and detected by a metal–
insulator–metal (MIM) diode. The amplitude of the
detector signal was recorded as an estimate of the rela-
tive intensity of each FIR laser line. A quartz disk was
frequently placed in front of the MIM diode in order
to block unwanted CO2 laser radiation. Altogether, we
found 19 new FIR laser lines for 13CH3OH with wave-
lengths of mainly between 100 and 300 mm, pumped by
9-mm regular-, sequence-, and hot-band CO2 laser lines.
Table 1 summarizes the new observations.

B. Heterodyne Far-Infrared Laser Frequency
Measurements
For most of the new FIR laser lines, the frequencies
were measured to high precision by using the heterodyne
technique described in Ref. 23. In this technique, two
frequency-stabilized CO2 lasers, each with an output of
a few watts, are locked to the Lamb dips at their respec-
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tive line centers. These lasers, of frequencies nCO2 sId and
nCO2 sIId, are mixed on a MIM diode with the unknown
FIR laser radiation, nFIR, plus a microwave signal, nmwave,
supplied in the 2–18-GHz range from a synthesized sig-
nal generator. A spectrum analyzer is then employed to
search for a beat note from the MIM diode from 0.1 to
1500 MHz. The resulting FIR laser frequency is given
by

nFIR  jn1nCO2sId 2 n2nCO2 sIIdj 6 mnmwave 6 nbeat , (1)

where n1, n2, and m are integers that correspond to the
respective harmonics generated in the MIM diode and
nbeat is the beat frequency. The intensity of the beat sig-
nal decreases as the harmonic orders increase; hence one
generally aims to select a suitable pair of CO2 lines to
satisfy the optimum condition n1  n2  m  1. One
determines the appropriate choice of signs in Eq. (1) by
noting first whether the beat note increases or decreases
as the FIR laser is tuned slightly to a higher frequency
and second whether the beat note increases or decreases
as the microwave frequency is increased. For the preci-
sion measurement of nbeat, the FIR laser is tuned over its
gain curve and the signal profile is stored on the spec-
trum analyzer; then the center of the profile is located by
a frequency marker derived from a rf signal generator.
In our experiments, three independent measurements of
nbeat were generally made for each FIR laser line in or-
der to improve the accuracy and to establish a measure of
the scatter. The estimated 1s relative precision in the
reproducibility of the FIR laser frequency measurements
is Dnyn  2 3 1027.

C. Infrared Pump Offset Measurements
With the rich spectral output available from the effi-
cient, high-resolution CO2 laser, we found it important
to measure the precise IR pump offset for each FIR laser
line in order to be absolutely sure of the identity of the
CO2 pump transition. When the latter was located in a
dense region of the CO2 laser spectrum, one could have
regular-band, hot-band, and sequence-band laser lines all
crowded closely together with significant output powers
and not readily distinguishable simply from the setting of
the laser-tuning micrometer. We made the offset mea-
surements by adjusting the system to the peak of the FIR
emission and then by beating the CO2 pump laser, npump,
against a second Lamb-dip-stabilized CO2 reference laser,
nref , in a MIM diode. For pumping with the regular CO2

bands, the reference laser was simply locked to the same
line as the main pump laser, and the beat frequency was
observed on the spectrum analyzer, giving the pump off-
set, jnpump 2 nref j. We readily determined the sign by de-
tuning the CO2 pump laser slightly to a higher frequency
and noting whether the beat note increased or decreased.
For sequence- or hot-band pumping, the reference laser
was locked to the closest regular-band CO2 line, and an
additional microwave signal, nmwave, was mixed in to bring
the beat note into the range of the spectrum analyzer.
The offset was calculated with the relation

npump  snref 6 nmwaved 6 nbeat . (2)

Here the correct sign for the microwave sideband was
known from the initial choice of a regular CO2 line to lock
at nref , while the sign for nbeat was again determined when
npump was raised slightly and the change of the beat note
was noted.

With this heterodyne system, we estimate the uncer-
tainty in the frequency offset measurements to be of the
order of 62 MHz. The results give accurate center fre-
quencies for the 13CH3OH IR pump absorptions and so
serve as an excellent calibration for our Fourier-transform
IR (FTIR) spectroscopic wave numbers. The IR pump
absorptions for the first three systems of Table 2 are
strong and clearly resolved, so they were used to calculate
a mean npumpynFTIR ratio of 1.0000015 from the original
FTIR data, which was then used as a calibration factor to
obtain the IR wave numbers listed in Table 3.

3. RESULTS

A. Far-Infrared Laser Line Observations
The new data on FIR laser emission from 13CH3OH are
listed in Table 1, arranged according to the CO2 pump
lines shown in column 1. The wave numbers of the CO2
Table 2. Assignments of FIR Laser Lines in 13CH3OH Optically Pumped by a CO2 Laser

CO2 Pump npump IR Absorption FIR Laser Transitiona Line nobs Rel. ncalc Combination
1 Offset (MHz) scm21d PyQyRsntK , Jdv sn0t0K 0, J 0 dv0

! sn00t00K 00, J 00 dv00
Label scm21d Pol.a scm21d Relation

9Rs50d 2 31.4 1094.78541 Rs0131, 17dr s0131, 18dr ! s0131, 17dr La 28.22327 k 28.2231 P 2 m 2 E
! fs0222, 18dr g fLbg f'g 14.1419 G 2 s j d 1 g 2 sad 2 A
! s0221, 17dr Lc 41.94046 k 41.9404 G 1 d 2 C

9HP s22d 2 8.7 1052.70145 Rs037, 25dco s037, 26dco ! s037, 25dco La 40.00 k 40.2993 P 1 c 2 f 2 E
! fs016, 26dcog fLbg f'g 35.7290 G 1 a 2 A
! s016, 25dco Lc 76.04178 k 76.0416 P 1 g 2 D

9HP s16d 2 22.1 1058.17098 Rs019, 30dco s019, 31dco ! s019, 30dco La 48.01457 k 48.0144 P 1 s f d 2 E
! fs028, 31dcog fLbg f'g 63.3770 P 2 sed 1 b 2 A
! fs028, 30dcog fLcg fkg 111.8255 P 1 c 2 C

9HP s12d 1 15.2 1061.68143 Qs025, 9dr s025, 9dr ! fs025, 8drg fLag f'g 14.1281 P 2 F
! s034, 9dr Lb 34.13576 k 34.1359 G 1 c 2 D
! fs034, 8drg fLcg f'g 48.2630 H 1 e 2 C

9HP s11d 2 0.8 1062.59984 Qs026, 6dr s026, 6dr ! s035, 6dr Lb 39.49038 k 39.4895 P1 1 d 2 B
! s035, 5dr Lc 48.91486 ' 48.9147 P1 2 e 1 c 2 C

9SP s11d 1 36.2 1051.58388 P s026, 7dr s026, 6dr ! s035, 5dr Lc 48.91487 k 48.9149 P2 1 c 1 b 2 E

aTransitions and polarizations in brackets are predicted.
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Table 3. IR and FIR Spectroscopic Wave Numbersa for
Assigned 13CH3OH IR Pump–FIR Laser Transitions Systems

CO2 Pump System
(MHz) IR Label IR Transition nIR FIR Labelb FIR Transition nFIR

b

9R(50) 2 31.4 P Rs0131, 17drA 1094.78547 (a) s0222, 19d± √ s0222, 18d±A (29.8369)
A P s0222, 19drA 1031.17191 (b) s0222, 18d± √ s0222, 17d±A (28.2746)
B Rs0222, 17drA 1089.28377 (c) s0222, 17d± √ s0222, 16d±A (26.7110)
C P s0222, 18drA 1032.88448 d s0131, 19d± √ s0221, 18d±A 38.22797
D Rs0222, 16drA 1087.9894* e s0131, 18d± √ s0221, 17d±A 36.6887*
E P s0131, 18drA 1038.2525* f s0131, 17d± √ s0221, 16d±A 35.14460
F Rs0131, 16drA 1093.3030* g s0132, 19d± √ s0222, 18d±A 38.59287
G P s0131, 19drA 1036.59694 h s0132, 18d± √ s0222, 17d±A 36.97870

i s0132, 17d± √ s0222, 16d±A 35.37193
( j) s0132, 19d± √ s0131, 19d±A (0.0391)
(k) s0132, 17d± √ s0131, 17d±A (0.0205)
(l) s0131, 19d± √ s0131, 18d±A (29.8783)

(m) s0131, 18d± √ s0131, 17d±A (28.3098)
(n) s0131, 17d± √ s0131, 16d±A (26.7405)

9HP(22) 2 8.7 P Rs037, 25dcoA 1052.70156 a s037, 27d± √ s016, 27d±A 35.58410
A P s016, 27dcoA 969.40129 b s037, 26d± √ s016, 26d±A 35.58945
B Rs016, 25dcoA 1052.56738 c s037, 25d± √ s016, 25d±A 35.59503
C P s016, 26dcoA 971.45200 d s037, 24d± √ s016, 24d±A 35.60078
D Rs016, 24dcoA 1051.4984* e s037, 27d± √ s016, 26d±A 77.9470*
E P s037, 26dcoA 971.60392 f s037, 26d± √ s016, 25d±A 76.39322
F Rs037, 24dcoA 1051.63956 g s037, 25d± √ s016, 24d±A 74.83846
G P s037, 27dcoA 969.54619

9HP(16) 2 22.1 P Rs019, 30dcoA 1058.17072 a s019, 32d± √ s028, 31d±A 117.92488
A Rs028, 30dcoA 1062.5999* b s019, 31d± √ s028, 30d±A 116.38598
B P s028, 31dcoA 965.55590 c s019, 30d± √ s028, 29d±A 114.84475
C Rs028, 29dcoA 1061.18997 (d) s019, 32d± √ s019, 31d±A (50.1340)
D P s019, 31dcoA 961.57592 (e) s019, 31d± √ s019, 30d±A (48.5798)
E Rs019, 29dcoA 1057.18079 ( f ) s019, 30d± √ s019, 29d±A (47.0245)
F P s019, 32dcoA 959.4562*

9HP(12) 1 15.2 P Qs025, 9drA 1061.6832* a s034, 9d± √ s034, 8d±A 14.16635c

A Rs034, 8drA 1081.87562 b s034, 8d± √ s034, 7d±A 12.59278c

B P s034, 9drA 1053.58221 c s025, 10d± √ s034, 9d±A 55.89969
C Rs034, 7drA 1080.34131 d s025, 9d± √ s034, 8d±A 54.32864
D Qs034, 9drA 1067.70925 e s025, 8d± √ s034, 7d±A 52.75674
E Qs034, 8drA 1067.74854 f s025, 10d± √ s025, 9d±A 15.73741c

F P s025, 9drA 1047.55508 g s025, 9d± √ s025, 8d±A 14.16467c

G P s025, 10drA 1045.94539
H Rs025, 8drA 1075.84753

9HP(11) 2 0.8 P1 Qs026, 6drE2 1062.5999* a s035, 7d± √ s035, 6d±E2 11.01727c

9SP(11) 1 36.2 P2 P s026, 7drE2 1051.58424 b s035, 6d± √ s035, 5d±E2 9.44377c

A P s035, 7drE2 1057.43942 c s026, 7d± √ s035, 6d±E2 56.36319
B Rs035, 5drE2 1077.90074 d s026, 6d± √ s035, 5d±E2 54.7903*
C P s035, 6drE2 1059.0319* e s026, 7d± √ s026, 6d±E2 11.01646c

D Qs035, 6drE2 1068.4569*
E Qs035, 5drE2 1068.47631

aWave numbers (in inverse centimeters) marked with asterisks correspond to overlapped lines and have uncertain accuracy.
bWave numbers for FIR transitions shown in parentheses are calculated by combination differences from CO-stretch IR data.
cConverted from the millimeter-wave measurements of Ref. 24 by the use of the factor 1 cm21  29, 979.2458 MHz.
line centers snCO2d are given in column 2. Columns 3, 4,
and 5 list the FIR laser wavelengths in micrometers, the
wave numbers in inverse centimeters, and the frequen-
cies in megahertz, respectively, followed in column 6 by
the offsets between the pumped IR absorptions and the
centers of the CO2 laser lines, snpump 2 nCO2 d, expressed in
megahertz. The relative polarizations of the CO2 pump
and FIR laser radiation are shown in column 7, the op-
timum methanol operating pressures for maximum FIR
output in column 8, and the approximate relative output
intensities of the FIR lines expressed in millivolts of sig-
nal on the MIM diode detector in column 9. The final
column gives the references for previously observed FIR
laser lines4,21,22 whose frequencies have been measured
for the first time in this paper.

A notable feature of interest in Table 1, and a quite un-
expected finding, was that the two 9HP(11) and 9SP(11)
CO2 pump lines independently produce what is obviously
the same FIR laser transition at 204.44 mm but with dif-
ferent polarizations. It turns out that these two CO2

pump lines do indeed excite the same upper lasing level,
as is discussed in Subsection 3.B.
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B. Far-Infrared Laser Transition Assignments
We have assigned five FIR laser transition systems that
involve six different CO2 pump lines based on our high-
resolution FTIR and FIR spectroscopic data. In this
paper, we utilized results from analyses of 13CH3OH
spectra recorded at a resolution of 0.002 cm21 from
900–1250 cm21 for the IR CO-stretching and CH3-rocking
bands17,19 and from 15–125 cm21 for the FIR ground-state
torsion-rotation band.18 A sample of the IR spectrum in
the vicinity of the 9R(50) CO2 line is shown in Fig. 1,
illustrating the coincidence between this CO2 line and
the R(17) member of the K  3A1 subbranch of the CH3-
rocking band. The specific wave numbers employed in
our assignment schemes are listed in Table 3 along with
the IR wave numbers calibrated from the pump offset
measurements as described in Subsection 2.C and the
FIR wave numbers calibrated with water lines that occur
naturally in the spectra. The values enclosed in paren-
theses for ground-state DK  0 a-type and asymmetry
doublet transitions in Table 3 are not direct experimental
measurements, but are reliably calculated by combina-
tion differences from our CO-stretching IR data. Also,
two of the systems involve sufficiently low rotational J
values that millimeter-wave measurements are available
for the a-type transitions.24

Our identifications for the IR pump absorptions co-
incident with the CO2 lines and for the FIR laser tran-
sitions are presented in Table 2, along with the observed
FIR laser polarizations and wave numbers. For compari-
son, we also give sample spectroscopic wave numbers in
Table 2 calculated from the data of Table 3 by using the
combination difference relations shown in the last column
of Table 2. As can be seen, our spectroscopic values are
in excellent agreement with the accurate heterodyne fre-
quency measurements, giving strong confirmation of the
assignments.

The notation for the energy levels and transitions in
Tables 2 and 3 is one in common use in the FIR laser
literature; a state is labeled sntK, Jdv, where n is the
quantum number that specifies the torsional state, and t

is an index with a value of 1, 2, or 3, which gives the
torsional C3 group species by the rule st 1 Kdmod3 
11, 0, or 21 for A, E1, or E2 symmetries, respectively.
The axial rotational quantum number K is the component
of the overall rotational angular momentum J projected
along the molecular near-symmetry a axis. Finally, the
superscript v denotes the vibrational state, and we use
v  o for the ground state, v  co for the CO-stretching
state, and v  r for the in-plane CH3-rocking mode.

An example of the structure of the energy level and
transition scheme for the optically pumped FIR laser
lines is given in Fig. 2 for the 9R(50) CO2 pump. In
this relatively complex system, all the levels are split by
asymmetry K doubling and the IR transitions appear in
the spectrum as close pairs of lines, as seen in Fig. 1
for the Rs013, 17drA6 doublet. The FIR laser lines for
this system and others often occur in triads,25,26 which
comprise a DK  0, DJ  21 a-type transition sLad, a
DJ  0, DK  21 b-type Q-branch transition sLb), and a
DJ  21, DK  21 b-type transition sLcd. Because the
a-type transition wave numbers depend only weakly on
the sntKd quantum numbers, one has the triad rule that
La ø Lc 2 Lb. The relative polarizations of the FIR laser
lines also have a characteristic fingerprint for a triad. If
the transitions for the IR pump and the FIR laser both in-
volve similar changes in J, with jDJFIRj  jDJpumpj, then
the FIR laser polarization will be parallel to that of the
pump; otherwise, it will be perpendicular.26,27 Thus one
member of the triad will always be polarized differently
from the other two. In our investigation, two of the pump
lines excite the same lowest J  K level of the stack, so
that the La transition does not occur. For other systems,
few lines with perpendicular polarization were seen, and
it is likely in retrospect that the configuration of the FIR
laser cavity and antenna pattern of the MIM diode de-
tector favored the parallel lines. However, the perpen-
dicular wave numbers are determined by spectroscopic
combination differences to within an uncertainty of
approximately 60.001 cm21 from the data in Table 3.
Therefore these transitions are included in brackets in
Table 2 together with their calculated wave numbers for
reference and potential future observation.

Of the five assigned transition systems in Table 2, three
involve pumping into the CH3-rocking mode and two into
the CO stretch, with one of the latter potentially involv-
ing hybridized CO-stretch–CH3-rock levels. The dupli-
cate 204.44-mm FIR laser lines of Table 1 are indeed
assigned to a common transition, because of the remark-
able coincidence that both the 9HP(11) and the 9SP(11)
CO2 lines have access to the same s026, 6drE2 excited
CH3-rocking level. The energy level and transition dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 3, and, to our knowledge, this is
the first case in which two different CO2 laser lines op-
tically pump a common upper state. Because the IR ab-
sorption is a Q-branch transition for the 9HP(11) pump
and a P -branch transition for the 9SP(11) pump, the FIR
laser lines have different polarizations in the two cases,
although their frequencies are of course identical. This
system is also an exception to the usual triad situation,
because the J  6 upper lasing level is the bottom one
of the s026, Jdr stack so that no a-type line La exists to
form the triad.

It is noteworthy that the accurate FIR laser frequency
measurements were crucial to the success of the assign-
ment for the 9HP(11) system, because the Qs026, 6dr P1

pump absorption lies in a broad, blended feature in the
spectrum overlapped by both the R(033, 35)co and the
R(028, 30)co CO-stretching transitions, and the identity

Fig. 1. Part of the Fourier-transform spectrum of 13CH3OH
recorded at a resolution of 0.002 cm21, showing the coincidence
between the 9R(50) CO2 line and the Rs0131, 17drA1 transition
of the in-plane CH3-rocking band.
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Fig. 2. Energy level and transition scheme for the FIR
laser lines of 13CH3OH optically pumped by the 9R(50) CO2
laser line. Line fLbg is predicted, and the FIR ground-state
transitions shown in parentheses have been calculated from
IR CO-stretching spectroscopic data by combination differences.
Transition wave numbers are given in Table 3.

Fig. 3. Energy level and transition scheme for the FIR laser
emission of 13CH3OH generated by the 9HP(11) hot-band and
9SP(11) sequence-band CO2 lines, in which the same FIR
laser transition is optically pumped by two independent CO2
laser lines.

of the pumped transition was not clear. The frequency
measurement was also essential for the confident as-
signment of the 9HP(16) system, for which just a single
a-type laser line has so far been seen. The a-type wave
numbers are relatively insensitive to the sntKd quantum
state; hence it is normally not possible with the limited
accuracy of a wavelength measurement to determine an
assignment from a single a-type observation.

For the 9R(50) system in Fig. 2, two members of the
FIR laser triad have been observed and accurately fre-
quency measured. Figure 2 shows a number of IR and
FIR transitions that can be used to form closed combina-
tion loops for rigorous tests of the assignment scheme, and
Table 3 includes the wave numbers for those transitions.
For a closed loop of transitions, the sum of the wave num-
bers around the loop should equal 0 to within a closure
defect d of approximately 60.001 cm21, representing the
net spectroscopic measurement uncertainty for the four
transitions. A wide variety of such loops can be formed
from the transitions in Fig. 2 to test the assignments for
the 9R(50) system. A sample of the closure defects and
loop relations is given below, as determined from the FIR
laser frequency measurements in Table 1 and the spec-
troscopic data in Table 3:

d1  P 1 snd 2 F 2 La  1094.7855 1 s26.7405d

2 1093.3030 2 28.2233  20.0003 ,

d2  G 1 sld 2 E 2 La  1036.5969 1 s29.8783d

2 1038.2525 2 28.2233  20.0006 ,

d3  P 1 f 2 D 2 Lc  1094.7855 1 35.1446

2 1087.9894 2 41.9405  0.0002 ,

d4  G 1 d 2 C 2 Lc  1036.5969 1 38.2280

2 1032.8845 2 41.9405  20.0001 .

The loop defects are effectively 0 to well within the al-
lowed 60.001 cm21 tolerance, giving strong support for
the spectroscopy and the FIR laser assignments. The
wave number for the missing third member of the triad
can be calculated from the following loop combination dif-
ference relations:

fLbg  P 2 skd 1 i 2 scd 2 B  1094.7855 2 s0.0205d

1 35.3719 2 s26.7110d 2 1089.2838  14.1421

 G 2 s jd 1 g 2 sad 2 A  1036.5969 2 s0.0391d

1 38.5929 2 s29.8369d 2 1031.1719  14.1419 .

Again, the good agreement between the fLbg wave num-
bers predicted from independent loops is excellent confir-
mation of the internal self-consistency of the assignments.
Note that the triad rule is not closely obeyed for this par-
ticular system because of the substantial asymmetry split-
ting of the K  2 levels.

A system of special spectroscopic significance is that
pumped by the 9HP(16) CO2 line. Here, the (028, 31)co

and the (028, 30)co CO-stretching levels that could be
reached by FIR emission from the pumped (019, 31)co

state are known to interact strongly with (037)r CH3-
rocking levels lying below,17 and this Coriolis resonance
perturbs the excited (028)co CO-stretching levels upward
by several inverse centimeters. The (028)co subband be-
haves quite differently from its fellows in the spectrum,
as shown by the fact noted above that the two other IR
absorptions overlapping with the Q(026, 6)r pump line
for the 9HP(11) system are the R(028, 30)co and the
R(033, 35)co transitions. The J values for these lines
are quite different, demonstrating the substantial shift in
the (028)co levels. This can also be seen in Table 3 from
the difference between the R(028, 30)co wave number of
1062.59992 cm21 and the more typical R(019, 30)co wave
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number of 1058.17072 cm21. The interaction mixes the
(028)co and (037)r levels, so that we might expect po-
tential FIR laser lines between the optically pumped
(019, 31)co level and the hybridized J  31 and J  30
CO-stretch–CH3-rock levels. However, the experimen-
tal FIR laser plot for the 208.27-mm line in the 9HP(16)
system was very clean, and no traces of other lines were
visible. Still, it would be useful to check this system
carefully again for additional FIR laser lines at the pre-
dicted frequencies, as definitive confirmation of the pro-
posed Coriolis mixing and interaction scheme would be
valuable spectroscopically. Alternatively, it would be in-
teresting to reexamine the 9HP(11) CO2 system again to
attempt to pump directly into the (028)co stack of levels
through the R(028, 30)co transition, which must lie very
close to the 9HP(11) line.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the extended spectral coverage available
from our improved CO2 laser has been exploited to gen-
erate new FIR laser emissions from the 13CH3OH iso-
topomer of methanol, and 19 new FIR laser lines have
been observed. We have measured accurate frequencies
and IR pump offsets for 16 FIR laser lines by hetero-
dyning them with frequency radiation generated from
stabilized CO2 lasers and a microwave synthesizer. As-
signments have been determined for five of the new IR
pump–FIR laser transition systems, three of which are
found to involve pumping into the excited in-plane CH3-
rocking mode and two into the CO-stretching mode. A
novel and unique feature for one system is that two dif-
ferent CO2 laser lines pump into the same excited-state
level and produce FIR laser lines of identical frequency,
the first time this has been observed. Another system in-
volves Coriolis coupling and potential FIR laser emission
to postulated hybridized CO-stretch–CH3-rock doublets;
this is of considerable spectroscopic interest.

The FIR laser system assignments are supported by
combination loops formed from the IR pump transi-
tions, the FIR laser lines, and IR and FIR transitions
derived from spectroscopic studies of the FIR ground-
state torsion-rotation band and the IR CO-stretching and
CH3-rocking fundamental bands. The combination loops
serve both to confirm the spectroscopic assignments, par-
ticularly valuable for the weak CH3-rocking spectra, and
to yield calculated wave numbers for the FIR laser lines
with an uncertainty of the order of 60.001 cm21. The
loop-calculated wave numbers agree with the heterodyne
measurements in all cases. If only the wavelength, but
not the frequency, of an FIR laser line is measured, the
loop wave number gives a substantial improvement in the
accuracy of the transition. Moreover, the combination
loops allow prediction of further potential FIR laser lines
that have not yet been observed, and the wave numbers
for a number of such transitions have been tabulated.
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